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Abstract

Keywords

Rabies is a major issue for human and animal health in the Arctic, yet little
is known about its epidemiology. In particular, there is an ongoing debate
regarding how Arctic rabies persists in its primary reservoir host, the Arctic
fox (Vulpes lagopus), which exists in the ecosystem at very low population
densities. To shed light on the mechanisms of rabies persistence in the Arctic,
we built a susceptible–exposed–infectious–recovered (SEIR) epidemiological
model of rabies virus transmission in an Arctic fox population interacting with
red foxes (Vulpes vulpes), a rabies host that is increasingly present in the Arctic.
The model suggests that rabies cannot be maintained in resource-poor areas
of the Arctic, characterized by low Arctic fox density, even in the presence of
continuous reintroduction of the virus by infected Arctic foxes from neighbouring regions. However, in populations of relatively high Arctic fox density, rabies persists under conditions of higher transmission rate, prolonged
infectious period and for a broad range of incubation periods. Introducing
the strong cyclical dynamics of Arctic prey availability makes simulated rabies
outbreaks less regular but more intense, with an onset that does not neatly
track peaks in Arctic fox density. Finally, interaction between Arctic and red
foxes increases the frequency and/or the intensity of rabies outbreaks in the
Arctic fox population. Our work suggests that disruption of prey cycles and
increasing interactions between Arctic and red foxes due to climate change
and northern development may significantly change the epidemiology of
rabies across the Arctic.
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Introduction
Rabies is a zoonotic disease that represents a major worldwide health concern, with over 55 000 human deaths
annually (Knobel et al. 2005). Rabies virus is capable of
infecting cerebral and nervous tissues of all mammals,
usually leading to behavioural changes followed by death
(WHO 2013). In the Arctic, rabies is endemic in wildlife, posing a significant and ongoing health concern for
people and domestic animals living there (Mørk & Prestrud 2004; Aenishaenslin et al. 2014). In the Canadian
Arctic, rabies cases are reported each year in wildlife
and domestic dogs, with periodic peaks in the number
of cases (CFIA 2018). People are generally exposed to
rabies virus when bitten by an infected wild carnivore

or a domestic dog that became rabid following contact
with infected wildlife (Mørk & Prestrud 2004). The Arctic
fox (Vulpes lagopus), with its circumpolar distribution, is
considered to be the primary host species and reservoir
for rabies throughout the Arctic (Mørk & Prestrud 2004;
Goldsmith et al. 2016). Although domestic dogs are an
important rabies reservoir in many parts of the world,
cases of Arctic fox strain rabies in dogs in the Arctic are
generally associated with spillover from wildlife (Mørk &
Prestrud 2004). Early models of rabies dynamics in red
foxes (Vulpes vulpes) in Europe suggest that a threshold
density of 1.0 red fox per km2 is necessary to allow an
epidemic to occur (Anderson et al. 1981). However, the
greatest reported population density for Arctic foxes is
only 0.3 foxes per km2 (Angerbjörn et al. 1999), raising
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the following question: what are the ecological and epidemiological features of the Arctic rabies system that
allow rabies to persist given the exceptionally low density
of its primary reservoir host?
Arctic fox abundance tends to follow a 3–4-year cycle,
tracking the multi-annual population cycle of its primary
prey, the lemming (Lemmus spp. and Dicrostonyx spp.),
with increased juvenile recruitment during periods of
high prey abundance (Elmhagen et al. 2000; Gilg et al.
2003; Krebs 2011). Rabies dynamics seem to parallel
these fluctuations, suggesting a link between peak population densities of Arctic foxes and the onset of rabies
epidemics (Elton 1931; Chapman 1978; Ritter 1981; Prestrud et al. 1992). In theory, rabies is more likely to persist
at higher susceptible host densities (Lembo et al. 2008),
but it is currently unclear what role cyclic fluctuations in
densities of foxes might play in the dynamics and the persistence of rabies in the Arctic. In the literature, proposed
mechanisms to explain rabies persistence in low-density
Arctic fox populations are (1) prolonged incubation and/
or infectious periods, (2) reintroduction of rabies virus by
immigrant infected Arctic foxes and (3) the presence of
another reservoir for the virus, such as red foxes (Mørk
& Prestrud 2004).
High variation in the incubation period (eight days to
six months) for rabies has been reported, but the infectious period is generally short, with rabid Arctic foxes
usually dying within two days of the onset of symptoms (Konovalov et al. 1965; Rausch 1972). In addition,
experimental infection studies have shown that a relatively high challenge dose of Arctic rabies virus is needed
to induce 100% mortality in Arctic foxes compared to
other canid species such as red foxes (Follmann et al.
1988; Follmann et al. 2004). When given a low challenge
dose of rabies virus, some experimentally infected Arctic
foxes failed to develop clinical disease (one out of three
in Follmann et al. [1988] and Follmann et al. [2011]
studies), suggesting either a particularly long incubation
period in this species or a high innate resistance to infection by the Arctic rabies virus variant. Rabies antibodies
were found in four of 99 trapped Arctic foxes in Alaska
without detection of the virus (4%) (Ballard et al. 2001).
This suggests that some Arctic foxes can be exposed to
rabies virus and survive, although it is not clear whether
antibodies are a result of an aborted infection or recovery from an infection (Ballard et al. 2001; Prager et al.
2012). Finally, there is inadequate evidence to support
the occurrence of asymptomatic carriers that can transmit
the virus yet remain healthy, but the presence of immune
Arctic foxes in the population could potentially lower the
transmission rate and thus affect rabies persistence.
Movement of Arctic foxes is another potential factor
explaining the persistence of rabies in the circumpolar
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Arctic. According to the model developed by Tyul’ko and
Kuzmin (2002), the maintenance of rabies in low carrying capacity biotopes such as the Arctic is possible only if
the primary host species is highly mobile. An important
characteristic of Arctic fox ecology is the ability of individuals to travel long distances, and this is especially true
during winter movements (Audet et al. 2002). This tundra predator is also known to engage in sporadic long-
distance forays during which individuals may travel
outside of their usual home range (Audet et al. 2002;
Lai et al. 2015; Simon et al. in press). When rabies virus
is no longer circulating locally in the Arctic fox population, new rabies outbreaks could be triggered by the reintroduction of the virus following immigration of infected
Arctic foxes from other areas (Mørk & Prestrud 2004).
The role of migrants in reintroducing rabies to regions
where it has died out is also supported by genetic studies of the Arctic rabies virus variant that suggest disease
spread by Arctic foxes travelling across the sea ice from
Russia to Svalbard (Mørk et al. 2011) and from North
America to Greenland (Mansfield et al. 2006).
The presence of other carnivore species as secondary
reservoirs for the virus could also facilitate rabies persistence in the Arctic fox (Holmala & Kauhala 2006).
Over the last century, the red fox has expanded its range
into the Arctic tundra, possibly because of increased
food resources resulting from climate warming and/
or increased human development (
Hersteinsson &
Macdonald 1992; Gallant et al. 2012). Arctic and red

foxes compete for a similar ecological niche, leading
to frequent aggressive interactions, including territorial fighting and predation (Pamperin et al. 2006) that
may increase the chances of transmission of rabies virus
between the two species. Furthermore, the high degree
of genetic relatedness between rabies virus isolates from
Arctic and red foxes suggests that rabies virus is easily
transmitted between these species and widely dispersed
over their combined ranges (Nadin-Davis et al. 2012).
The increasing abundance of red foxes in the Arctic could
therefore help ensure a baseline density of susceptible
hosts, allowing rabies virus transmission to continue even
when Arctic fox populations are low.
In this study, we built an epidemiological model to
investigate the dynamics, the potential mechanisms
and the necessary conditions for rabies persistence in a
low-density Arctic fox population. We used the model
to explore seven main hypotheses: (1) the mobility of
Arctic foxes must be relatively high to allow rabies persistence; (2) multi-annual prey cycles exert a strong
bottom-up effect on Arctic rabies dynamics through
their effects on fox birth rate; (3) a prolonged incubation period increases rabies persistence; (4) a prolonged
infectious period increases rabies persistence; (5) the
Citation: Polar Research 2019, 38, 3366, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v38.3366
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existence of individuals with naturally acquired immunity increases the risk of rabies die-out by lowering the
transmission potential; (6) immigration of infected Arctic foxes is a mechanism that allows rabies to continue
circulating under conditions where the virus would not
otherwise persist; and (7) the presence of sympatric red
foxes increases rabies persistence in Arctic fox populations by increasing the overall density of susceptible
individuals.

Methods
Epidemiological model
To model the dynamics of rabies and explore the conditions for persistence of rabies within low-density Arctic
fox populations, we extended the deterministic compartmental model of Anderson et al. (1981) used to model
rabies in European red foxes. This model assumes logistic growth, reproduction of disease-free Arctic foxes only
and density-dependent transmission of the virus, which
remains the most parsimonious mechanism by which
stable epidemic cycles for rabies can be supported within
deterministic random mixing models (Morters et al.
2013). The population of Arctic foxes (NA) is divided into
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individuals that are susceptible (i.e., unexposed to rabies
virus) (SA), exposed to the virus but not yet infectious
(EA), infectious (IA) and recovered from infection with
lifelong immunity (RA) (SEIR model). To explore our
hypotheses regarding rabies dynamics and persistence
in the Arctic, we modified the model of Anderson et al.
(1981) by allowing (1) exposed Arctic foxes to become
immune (i.e., aborting or surviving rabies infection), (2)
rabies transmission between the Arctic foxes and sympatric red foxes, (3) periodicity in the birth rate of foxes
resulting from prey cycles and (4) continuous immigration of infectious Arctic foxes from other regions.
We described the dynamics of rabies virus transmission in an Arctic fox population interacting with red foxes
by the following first-order ordinary differential equations (Fig. 1):
dSA
= bA t SA − d A + qA t N A  SA −
dt
 β A I A + β AR I R + ϕ A  SA + bA t RA , (1)

()

()

()

dEA
=  β A I A + β AR I R + ϕ A  SA −
dt
d A + qA t N A  EA − µA EA , (2)

()

Fig. 1 A compartmental SEIR model simulating the transmission of rabies virus in a population of Arctic foxes (Vulpes lagopus) interacting with a sympatric population of red foxes (Vulpes vulpes), where A and R denote Arctic and red foxes, respectively. Rates of flow between the different compartments are
represented by wide red and white arrows, describing the infectious and non-infectious processes, respectively. The red fox and Arctic fox models are
connected through the infectious compartments (thin red arrows) with the transition between susceptible and exposed foxes depending on the number
of infectious individuals of both fox species. The demographic and epidemiological parameters are the following: the average per capita density-independent birth rate (b), the transmission coefficient (b ), the per capita rate of passage from the incubating state to the infectious state (μ), the death rate of
rabid foxes (m), the average per capita density-dependent death rate (d), the intraspecific competition coefficient (q) and the size of the fox population
(N) (see Table 1 for details).
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dI A
= 1 − pA µA EA − d A + qA t N A  I A − mA I A , (3)
dt

(

)

()

dRA
= pA µA EA − d A + qA t N A  RA , (4)
dt

()

dS R
= bR t S R − d R + qR t N R  S R −  β R I R + β AR I A  S R , (5)
dt

()

()

dER
=  β R I R + β AR I A  S R − d R + qR t N R  ER − µ R ER , (6)
dt

()

dI R
= µ R ER − d R + qR t N R  I R − m R I R , (7)
dt

()

where A and R denote the Arctic and red foxes, respectively.
NA represents the total density of Arctic foxes
(NA = SA + EA + RA + IA). We assumed that a proportion
of exposed Arctic foxes (pA) do not develop clinical signs
and become immune to (or recover from) infection. The
population of red foxes (NR) is divided into the density of
susceptible (SR), exposed to the virus (ER) and infectious
(IR) (NR = SR + ER + IR). Because red foxes may be susceptible to significantly lower doses of rabies virus than Arctic
foxes (Follmann et al. 1988), we considered that no red
foxes become immune to subsequent infection (the SEIR
model then reduced to an SEI model). Transitions from
the exposed (E) to infectious (I) disease classes and the
mortality rate of infectious individuals are governed by
the incubation (1/μA and 1/μR)1) and infectious periods
(1/mA and 1/mR) for Arctic and red foxes, respectively.
The rabies transmission coefficients for the Arctic and
red foxes (bA and bR) take into account the contact rate
between foxes and the probabilities of infection following contact. This parameter is inherently linked to animal
movement and social behaviour.
We modelled virus transmission between the A
 rctic
and red fox populations by connecting the Arctic fox
model with a red fox model through the infectious (I)
compartments. We included a parameter for the interspecific transmission rate, bAR, defined as the mean of the
within-species transmission coefficients modified by CAR,
the strength of interaction between Arctic and red foxes,
where CAR ranges between 0 and 1 (Dobson 2004). The
rate of transmission between Arctic and red foxes was
thus given by the following equation:
 β + βR 
(8)
β AR = cAR  A
2 

The parameter b(t) represents the birth rate and d
represents the natural mortality rate. Density-dependent
effects on natural mortality occurred at rate q(t)N, where
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q(t) is the intraspecific competition coefficient given by
b t − d
, where K represents the carrying capacity of
K
the environment. We modelled prey-driven periodicity in
the birth rate of Arctic foxes and red foxes (bA and bR) as
sinusoidal functions of time t, using approaches proposed
by Altizer et al. (2006) for incorporating periodicity into
epidemiological models:

()

b(t) = b0(1 + Tb0 cos(1/2πt)).
The parameter T b0 affects the range of birth rates
attained by foxes during the cycle (i.e., birth rates range
from b0(1– Tb0) to b0(1+ Tb0)). We also included preydriven periodicities in the red fox population birth rate
because in regions where lemming cycles prevail, red
foxes can also exhibit population cycles that mirror the
cycle of their rodent prey (Henden et al. 2010).
Similarly to Blackwood et al. (2013), we included an
immigration parameter, jA, that contributes to the force
of infection (i.e., the risk that a susceptible individual
becomes infectious after exposure to a pathogen) in our
model. This parameter can be interpreted as the exposure rate from immigrant rabid Arctic foxes that may
enter the population year-round. The values of jA were
set to 0.001–0.01 rabid Arctic foxes/yr. Immigration of
infectious red foxes was not included in our model given
that they are not known to carry out the same type of
long-distance winter movements that are well documented in Arctic foxes (Audet et al. 2002; Lai et al. 2015).
Table 1 gives a detailed description and values of all
ecological and epidemiological parameters included in the
model, which were derived from the literature (see Supplementary Table S1 for details). In absence of data on the
transmission coefficient b, which is the most difficult parameter to estimate in any host–pathogen model (McCallum
et al. 2001), we tested a range of likely b values (30–400
km2/fox/yr) based on previous modelling studies (Tyul’ko
& Kuzmin 2002; Bolzoni et al. 2008). We ran the model
for 300 years to ensure that the system reached a stable
equilibrium. We implemented the model in R version 3.4.2
(R Core Team 2017) and the system of ordinary differential
equations was numerically solved using the lsoda solver in
the package “deSolve” (Soetaert et al. 2010).

Parameters influencing the persistence and
dynamics of rabies
We performed model simulations to test different hypotheses regarding the mechanisms underlying rabies dynamics and persistence in the Arctic.
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Table 1 Description, values and ranges of demographic and epidemiological parameters under the SEIR model of Arctic rabies dynamics (see Supplementary Table S1 for the details of parameter values derived from the literature).
Symbol

Description (unit)

Arctic fox
bA0
Birth rate of Arctic foxes (1/yr)
Magnitude of periodicity in the birth
TbA0
rate of Arctic foxes
Natural mortality rate of Arctic foxes
dA
(1/yr)
Carrying capacity of Arctic foxes (1/km²)
KA
Immigration rate of infectious Arctic
jA
foxes (foxes/yr)
Transmission rate for rabies within
bA
Arctic fox populations (km2/fox/yr)
Proportion of immune Arctic foxes
pA
Rate at which exposed Arctic foxes
µA
become infectious (1/yr)
mA
Red fox
bR0

Disease-induced mortality rate of
Arctic foxes (1/yr)

Values explored for the Values explored for Values explored for
sensitivity analysis
the baseline scenario
the interactions
0.9

0.9

0.9

0–0.9a

0

0; 0.1; 0.9

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.02–0.3

0.02; 0.15; 0.3

0.02; 0.15; 0.3

Angerbjörn et al. 1999

0–0.01

0

0; 0.001; 0.01

Blackwood et al. 2013

30–400

290; 350; 400

390

Tyul'ko & Kuzmin 2002

0–0.1

0

0

2–37

15

37

73–365

73b

73

0.6

0.6

0.6

0–0.4a

0

0; 0.1; 0.4

dR

Birth rate of red foxes (1/yr)
Degree of periodicity in the birth rate
of red foxes
Natural mortality rate of red foxes (1/yr)

0.5

0.5

0.5

KR

Carrying capacity of red foxes (1/km²)

0.01–0.2

0.01; 0.2

0.01; 0.2

30–400

290; 350; 400

390

13

13

13

73

73

73

0–0.1

0

0; 0.01; 0.1

TbR0

bR
µR
mR
cAR

Rate of rabies transmission within red
fox populations (km2/fox/yr)
Rate at which exposed red foxes
become infectious (1/yr)
Disease-induced mortality rate of red
foxes (1/yr)
Strength of transmission rate
between Arctic and red foxes

References

Shirley et al. 2009

Shirley et al. 2009

Ballard et al. 2001
Konovalov et al. 1965;
Rausch 1972
Konovalov et al. 1965;
Rausch 1972; Anderson et al.
1981; Tyul'ko & Kuzmin 2002
Shirley et al. 2009

Shirley et al. 2009
Angerbjörn et al. 1999; Holmala & Kauhala 2006
Tyul'ko & Kuzmin 2002
Anderson et al. 1981;
Tyul'ko & Kuzmin 2002
Anderson et al. 1981;
Tyul'ko & Kuzmin 2002

Calculated for an average per capita birth rate varying according to values in the crash and peak periods of the fox population cycles
(see Supplementary Table S1). bGiven rabies did not persist at an average value of disease-induced mortality rate, we chose a value allowing rabies to
persist (see Supplementary Table S1, Supplementary Note).
a

Firstly, we conducted a global sensitivity analysis
using the Latin hypercube sampling method with a partial rank correlation coefficient (PRCC) index (Blower
& Dowlatabadi 1994; Marino et al. 2008) to identify the
most influential parameters. We considered the cumulative density of rabies cases occurring during a simulation
experiment (or cumulative incidence) as the model output of interest. Cumulative incidence has the advantage
of capturing the effects of model parameters on both the
persistence of rabies (as evidenced by a positive accumulation of cases over time) and the overall impact of
recurrent rabies outbreaks on the population over time
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(greater or lesser total accumulation). Given that field
data from Arctic ecosystems were insufficient to unambiguously determine the probability distribution for each
parameter, we assumed a uniform probability distribution
across the ranges listed in Table 1 (see the third column).
The use of the uniform distribution ensures that all values within the allowed range are sampled with the same
probability (Shirley et al. 2009). We solved the epidemiological model numerically using a broad set (n = 1000) of
sampled parameter values and calculated PRCCs between
the cumulative density of rabies cases and each varying
parameter using 1000 bootstrap replicates. PRCC values
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vary between −1 and 1, with values close to 1 indicating
that the parameter has a strong positive correlation with
the output variable, values close to −1 indicating a strong
negative correlation with the output variable and values
near 0 suggesting little effect. Because previous studies
emphasized the importance of exploring the temporal
variation of the sensitivity of the model output of interest
to parameters when the time effect is unknown (Marino
et al. 2008; Wu et al. 2013), we also sampled the density
of infectious Arctic foxes IAat each time step and plotted
PRCCs over the time. We performed all analyses using
the R package “lhs” and “sensitivity” (Carnell 2012; Pujol
et al. 2017).
Secondly, we used heat maps to carry out exploratory
analyses to identify the range of conditions that allowed
dI
for the persistence of the infectious class (i.e., A > 0)
dt
by varying the values of specific parameters across the
range listed in Table 1 (see the third column). We set all
other parameters to their baseline value (see Table 1,
fourth column).
Finally, under the previously defined conditions
for rabies persistence, we tested the interacting effects
of model parameters on the frequency and intensity
of rabies outbreaks by running simulations with three
values of each parameter of interest, while setting all

other parameters to values allowing rabies persistence
(see Table 1, fifth column).

Results
Sensitivity analyses
The carrying capacity of Arctic foxes (KA) and the rate of
rabies virus transmission within the population of A
 rctic
foxes (bA) showed strong positive correlations with the
cumulative density of rabies cases (PRCCs > 0.7; Fig. 2).
The immigration rate of infectious Arctic foxes entering the population (jA) (PRCC = 0.54), and the rate
at which exposed Arctic foxes become infectious (µA)
(PRCC = 0.22), corresponding to a negative correlation
with the incubation period, showed more moderate
positive correlations. A strong negative correlation was
observed between the rabies-induced mortality rate of
Arctic foxes (mA) and the cumulative density of rabies
cases (PRCC = −0.75), corresponding to a positive correlation with the infectious period. The proportion of immune
Arctic foxes (pA) and the strength of the transmission rate
between Arctic and red foxes (CAR) showed weak negative
correlations with the cumulative density of rabies cases
(PRCCs < −0.2). PRCC values for other parameters did not
differ significantly from zero (95% confidence intervals

Fig. 2 PRCCs that characterize the association between the cumulative density of new rabies cases in the population of Arctic foxes over time and each
input parameter of the epidemiological model. We calculated the PRCCs from 1000 bootstrap replicates and the input parameters were sampled using
the Latin hypercube sampling method. Values close to 1 indicate a strong positive correlation between the parameter and the cumulative density of new
rabies cases, whereas values close to −1 indicate a strong negative correlation and values whose 95% confidence interval (error bars) overlaps with zero
are not significantly correlated with cumulative rabies cases.
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including zero). The correlations found in this analysis
were consistent with the results of the sensitivity analysis
through the time (see Supplementary Fig. S1).

Rabies persistence
We used exploratory analyses to identify the conditions
allowing the persistence of rabies in the Arctic fox population for several key parameters (see Supplementary
Note). We found that rabies did not persist in the Arctic
fox population for both KA = 0.15 Arctic foxes/km2 and
KA = 0.02 Arctic foxes/km2, for all values of other parameters tested. However, rabies persisted at KA = 0.3 Arctic
foxes/km2 under conditions of relatively high transmission rate (bA > 285 km2/fox/yr), prolonged infectious periods (1/mA > 3 days) and for a large range of incubation
periods (10 days < 1/μA > 182 days). However, rabies did
not persist at long incubation periods when transmission
rate was low (1/μA > 73 days for bA = 290 km2/fox/yr).
The proportion of immune Arctic foxes, the immigration
of infectious Arctic foxes and the presence of red foxes
had little or no clear effect on rabies persistence.

Rabies dynamics under conditions of persistence
Restricting parameter set to the conditions allowing
rabies persistence, we explored the interacting effects of
carrying capacity, multi-annual prey cycles, immigration
and the presence of red foxes on rabies dynamics.
Carrying capacity. At KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/km2,
introducing rabies into a non-cyclic Arctic fox population

Dynamics and persistence of rabies in the Arctic

caused damped oscillations stabilizing this population
around 0.2 Arctic foxes/km2 (Fig. 3a). However, without
immigration of infectious Arctic foxes and in the absence
of red foxes, rabies went extinct in the Arctic fox population for both KA = 0.15 Arctic foxes/km2 and KA = 0.02
Arctic foxes/km2, for all values of the other parameters
tested (see Supplementary Fig. S9).
Multi-annual prey cycles. A small degree of periodicity in birth rate (TbA0 = 0.1), due to the variation
in the availability of food resources, transformed the
enzootic equilibrium of the unforced model into an
epizootic four-year cycle (Fig. 3b). Increasing birth rate
periodicity to TbA0= 0.9 caused epizootics to become
more intense and more irregular, with high-amplitude
fluctuations in density of infectious Arctic foxes, and
periodicity in rabies outbreaks ranging from two to 11
years (median = six years) (Fig. 3c). Under these conditions of strong multi-annual forcing, the onset of rabies
epizootics did not neatly track peaks in Arctic fox density (Fig. 3c).
Immigration of infectious Arctic foxes. At KA = 0.15
Arctic foxes/km2 and KA = 0.02 Arctic foxes/km2, even
relatively high values of immigration rate of infectious
Arctic foxes did not cause rabies to persist (see Supplementary Fig. S9). At these densities, sporadic rabies
outbreaks occurred but died out rapidly with negligible
values of density of infectious Arctic foxes (0 to 10−6
infectious Arctic foxes/km2 corresponding to a maximal
prevalence of 0.005%). At KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/km2, the
annual immigration of infectious Arctic foxes only had an
effect when a strong periodicity in prey availability was

Fig. 3 Effects of periodicity in food availability on the dynamics of rabies in an Arctic fox population (KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/km2) when red foxes are
absent in the system. Three values of periodicity in Arctic fox birth rate were tested: (a) TbA0 = 0, (b) TbA0 = 0.1 and (c) TbA0 = 0.9). The black and red
lines show the total number of Arctic foxes per km2 (NA) and the number of infectious Arctic foxes per km2 (IA), respectively. The parameter associated
with the immigration rate of infectious Arctic foxes (fA) was equal to zero, while all other parameters were fixed to the values mentioned in Table 1 (see
the fourth column).
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included (TbA0 = 0.9), with frequency and intensity of
rabies outbreaks becoming more regular as immigration
rate increased (Fig. 4).
Presence of red foxes. At low and medium Arctic
fox carrying capacities (KA = 0.02 Arctic foxes/km2 and
KA = 0.15 Arctic foxes/km2), even a high red fox carrying capacity (KR = 0.2 red foxes/km2) did not allow
rabies to persist (see Supplementary Figs. S10, S11).
Under conditions of high Arctic fox carrying capacity
(KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/km2), the presence of red foxes
at carrying capacities that were lower than (KR = 0.01
red foxes/km2) or similar to (KR = 0.2 red foxes/km2)
those of Arctic foxes did not seem to have an impact on
rabies dynamics in a non-cyclic Arctic fox population,
compared to rabies dynamics in the absence of red foxes
(see Supplementary Figs. S12a, d, S13a, d). However,
when both Arctic and red fox populations were under
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strong forcing from multi-annual prey cycles (TbA0 =
0.9, and TbR0 = 0.4), frequency and intensity of rabies
outbreaks were modified (Fig. 5). Under conditions of
high Arctic fox carrying capacity (KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/
km2) and low red fox carrying capacity (KR = 0.01 red
foxes/km2), only a strong interspecies rabies transmission rate (CAR = 0.1) transformed the irregular pattern
of outbreaks seen in the absence of red foxes (Fig. 3c)
into a regular eight-year-cycle rabies dynamics in the
Arctic fox population (Fig. 5a). The peaks in infectious
individuals during rabies outbreaks became higher
(Fig. 5a). When carrying capacities of Arctic and red foxes
were similar (KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/km2 and KR = 0.2
red foxes/km2) and highly cyclic, even a low interspecies transmission rate of rabies (CAR = 0.01) transformed
the irregular pattern of outbreaks seen in the absence of
red foxes into a regular four-year cycle with epizootics

Fig. 4 Effects of both immigration of infectious Arctic foxes and periodicity in food availability on the dynamics of rabies in an Arctic fox population
when red foxes are absent in the system. Three values of the immigration rate of infectious Arctic foxes (Arctic foxes/yr) were tested (fA = 0; fA = 0.001;
fA=0.01). The black and red lines show the total number of Arctic foxes per km2 (NA) and the number of infectious Arctic foxes per km2 (IA), respectively.
The two panels (a, b) are examples for combinations of one level of carrying capacity of Arctic foxes (KA = 0.3 Arctic foxes/km2), and two levels of the
magnitude of periodicity in the birth rate of Arctic foxes (TbA0): (a) weak periodicity (TbA0 = 0.1) and (b) strong periodicity (TbA0 = 0.9). All other parameters
were fixed to the values mentioned in Table 1 (see the fourth column).
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Fig. 5 Effects of the presence of red foxes on the dynamics of rabies in cyclic Arctic fox and red fox populations (TbA0 = 0.9 & TbR0 = 0.4). Three values of
the strength of the transmission rate between Arctic and red foxes were tested (CAR = 0; CAR = 0.01; CAR = 0.1). The black and red lines show the number
of infectious red foxes per km2 (IR) and the number of infectious Arctic foxes per km2 (IA), respectively. The two panels (a, b) illustrate the dynamics of
interaction when red fox carrying capacity is (a) low (KR = 0.01 foxes/km2) and (b) high (KR = 0.2 foxes/km2). The rate of immigrating infectious Arctic foxes
(fA) was set to zero, while all other parameters were fixed to the values mentioned in Table 1 (see the fourth column).

of lower intensity (Fig. 5b). The intensity of rabies outbreaks became higher and less regular as the interspecies transmission rate of rabies increased (CAR = 0.1) (Fig.
5b). Peaks in rabies epizootics in red foxes invariably
followed those in Arctic foxes, with epizootics increasingly synchronized as the interspecies transmission rate
of rabies increased (Fig. 5b).

Discussion
This work represents the first model of rabies dynamics in the Arctic, a valuable step in risk assessment
for rabies in northern regions, particularly in light of
important climatic and anthropogenic changes occurring in arctic ecosystems. We adapted and extended a
deterministic model that has been successful in capturing the main features and observed epidemiological
trends in fox rabies worldwide (Anderson et al. 1981).
Citation: Polar Research 2019, 38, 3366, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v38.3366

We incorporated multi-annual prey cycles, a prolonged
incubation and infectious period, recovery and immunity of Arctic foxes, immigration of infectious individuals and interactions with a sympatric rabies host species
in order to test the impact of these mechanisms on the
dynamics and persistence of the disease. Our results suggest that rabies persistence is sensitive to many of these
factors and that the frequency and intensity of rabies
outbreaks in the Arctic are likely driven by the interaction between these factors.

Arctic fox mobility
We hypothesized that the maintenance of rabies within
the Arctic fox population required relatively high mobility of Arctic foxes (Hypothesis 1). Accordingly, we found
that rabies was able to persist in high carrying capacity biotopes of the Arctic characterized by greater food
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resource abundance for foxes, such as human settlements
or coastal habitats that provide stable food sources such as
goose colonies (Lecomte et al. 2008; Norén et al. 2012),
but required high transmission rates (i.e., a high mobility of Arctic foxes) to maintain epizootic cycles. Tyul’ko
& Kuzmin (2002) used a spatial model of rabies dynamics
in the red fox population from a region with low carrying capacities similar to the Arctic tundra and found that
rabies epizootics persisted only with high transmission
rates consistent with those found in our study. However,
transmission rate provides only an indirect measure of
Arctic fox mobility, and further research using a spatially
structured Arctic fox population would allow the effect
of Arctic fox movements on rabies dynamics to be more
directly assessed.

Multi-annual prey cycles
We hypothesized that multi-annual prey cycles exert a
strong bottom-up effect on rabies dynamics and tested
this by incorporating periodicity in the birth rate of foxes
(Hypothesis 2). Our model suggests that the strong fluctuations in resource abundance that characterize Arctic
ecosystems may impact rabies dynamics in a complex
way. Indeed, incorporating Arctic fox population cycles
in our model made rabies outbreaks less regular while
increasing their intensity and decreasing their frequency.
High-
amplitude fluctuations in density of infectious
Arctic foxes, resulting in high-intensity epizootics, are
more likely to cause stochastic extinction of rabies,
suggesting that, for Arctic fox populations undergoing
intense demographic fluctuations, the local extinction
of rabies is more likely as compared to other populations. Periodicities in rabies outbreaks reported in this
study (2–11-year cycles) are comparable with the 6–10
year cycles reported by Mørk and Prestrud (2004) for
Arctic fox populations in general. This variation may be
related to observed differences in epizootics frequency/
intensity in areas where Arctic foxes are more or less
dependent on lemmings as a prey base (Simon et al. in
press). Interestingly, while rabies epizootics among fluctuating populations of Arctic foxes are thought to occur
most often during periods of high population density
(Mørk & Prestrud 2004), the onset of simulated rabies
epizootics in our study does not neatly track peaks in
Arctic fox density, a result supported by observations of
rabies in Arctic foxes at times of low population density
(Rausch 1958).

Incubation and infectious periods
We hypothesized that prolonged incubation and
infectious periods would increase rabies persistence
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(Hypotheses 3 and 4). We found that rabies was able to
persist across a large range of incubation periods. Since
variation in incubation periods is one of the characteristics of rabies virus variants worldwide (WHO 2013),
the impact of individual variation in incubation periods
among infected Arctic foxes within a population may
affect rabies dynamics in a more complex way. Our
model showed that for a relatively low transmission rate
of rabies, an incubation period longer than two months
leads to extinction of rabies, even within a population
at a relatively high density. However, for greater values of the transmission coefficient b, which indirectly
reflects the mobility of Arctic foxes, rabies persisted for
incubation periods of up to six months as reported in
the literature (Rausch 1958; Mørk & Prestrud 2004),
suggesting that rabies persistence is favoured by longer incubation periods when efficient transmission is
maintained within the population. An important characteristic of Arctic fox ecology that was not captured in
our modelling approach is the ability of Arctic foxes to
travel long distances during winter foraging movements
(Mørk & Prestrud 2004). Such long-distance movements may help maintain chains of infection by allowing efficient transmission within low-density Arctic fox
populations.
Regarding Hypothesis 4, we found that infectious
period exerted a strong influence on the cumulative
density of rabies cases in Arctic foxes and that longer
infectious periods than those reported in experimental studies (one to two days) (Konovalov et al. 1965;
Rausch 1972) are required to maintain rabies even in
high-density populations of Arctic foxes. In our model,
the infectious period was limited to the symptomatic
period, which can be very short in Arctic foxes; however, it is possible that infected Arctic foxes may begin
to transmit rabies virus in their saliva before the onset
of clinical illness, effectively prolonging the infectious period, as has been d
 ocumented in other species
including the red fox (Fekadu et al. 1982; Aubert 1992;
Niezgoda et al. 1998).

Immigration of infectious Arctic foxes and
interaction with red foxes
We hypothesized that immigration of infectious Arctic
foxes is a mechanism that could allow rabies to continue
circulating under conditions where the virus would not
otherwise persist (Hypothesis 6). We incorporated high
transmission rates, short incubation periods, prolonged
infectious periods, periodicity in the birth rate, immigration and interaction with red foxes into our model
to test their interacting effects and found that none of
these mechanisms allowed the persistence of rabies
Citation: Polar Research 2019, 38, 3366, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v38.3366
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in resource-poor areas of the Arctic characterized by
Arctic fox densities of 0.15 Arctic foxes/km2 and lower.
In these low-density Arctic fox populations, immigration
caused sporadic outbreaks of rabies, which is reflected
by a strong correlation between the immigration rate of
infectious Arctic foxes and cumulative density of rabies
cases in sensitivity analysis. This result is consistent with
empirical data from Svalbard, Norway, where episodic
rabies cases in a relatively low-density Arctic fox population appear to be caused by the infrequent introduction
of the virus by a small number of long-distant migrants
coming from Russia (Mørk et al. 2011). This important potential role of immigration and long-
distance
movement in rabies dynamics and persistence in the

Arctic suggests that metapopulation modelling or spatially explicit simulation approaches may be key avenues
for future research.
We expected that the presence of sympatric red foxes
would increase rabies persistence by increasing the
overall density of susceptible individuals (Hypothesis 7).
Our results suggest that the role of red foxes in Arctic
rabies dynamics may depend on the relative abundance
of red foxes and the stability of food resources. Where
red foxes exist in low numbers in areas of variable food
resources occupied by a cyclic Arctic fox population,
their greater interaction with Arctic foxes may increase
the intensity of epizootics, which also become more regular, whereas in a relatively stable environment (with
no cyclicity in food resources), the presence of red foxes
may have little impact on the intensity and frequency
of epizootics in the Arctic fox population. These results
underline an important potential public health consequence of the recent colonisation of Arctic ecosystems
by low numbers of red foxes interacting with Arctic fox
populations: more frequent interactions between the
two fox species may lead to more intense rabies outbreaks. As the number of red foxes increases in the Arctic in regions characterized by variable food resources,
their presence may increase the frequency of epizootics.
These changes in the dynamics of Arctic rabies could
have important consequences for the management of
such outbreaks in northern villages, and the possible
impact on the risk of rabies spillover to more southern
latitudes. There is no clear evidence at this time that red
foxes can serve as a reservoir of rabies in the absence
of Arctic foxes. This is consistent with a recent molecular study in Alaska (Goldsmith et al. 2016), showing
that circulation of the Arctic fox rabies virus variant in
Alaska more closely aligns with the population structure of Arctic foxes than red foxes. This suggests that,
for the time being, the dynamics of Arctic rabies depend
more on the presence and density of Arctic foxes than
red foxes.
Citation: Polar Research 2019, 38, 3366, http://dx.doi.org/10.33265/polar.v38.3366
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Impact of climate warming and northern
development on rabies dynamics
The impact of climate warming and northern development on the ecology and epidemiology of Arctic rabies
has yet to be documented, but predictions of the response
of Arctic ecosystems to such perturbations include fading
rodent cycles, shrinking Arctic habitats (e.g., sea ice for
winter foraging and movement) and red fox expansion
(Fuglei & Ims 2008; Kim et al. 2014). As shown in this
study, these factors are associated with key mechanisms
of rabies dynamics and persistence in the Arctic, that is,
mobility and immigration of infectious Arctic foxes, interaction with red foxes and temporal variability in food
resources. Our work suggests that fading of prey cycles
may result in more stable rabies dynamics, while increasing interactions between Arctic and red foxes could
intensify outbreaks initially where these species overlap. However, as red foxes gradually displace Arctic foxes
and climate warming restricts winter movements due to
reduced access to sea ice (modelled here as decreased carrying capacity and transmission rate, respectively), these
ecological changes may ultimately limit rabies transmission in warmer areas, a scenario that is consistent with
the study of Huettmann et al. (2017) predicting a reduction of the current ecological niche for detection of rabies
virus in Alaska with climate warming.

Conclusion
Our study presents the unique nature of rabies ecology
and epidemiology in the Arctic, identifying several important mechanisms that may allow rabies virus to persist in
this extreme environment: high transmission rate, short
and intermediate incubation periods, a prolonged infectious period and immigration of infectious Arctic foxes
from other populations. Furthermore, the study highlights the need to better understand factors that influence
the transmission rate of rabies among Arctic foxes and
between Arctic and red foxes, as well as the immigration
process in Arctic fox populations, which are potentially
major drivers of rabies in the Arctic. Our study provides
the first epidemiological demonstration that immigration
may be a necessary mechanism for rabies occurrence in
low-carrying capacity biotopes of the Arctic.
The deterministic two-species model developed in this
study provides a first step towards a better understanding of Arctic rabies dynamics. Future studies are needed
to explicitly incorporate key spatial processes underlying
disease transmission, such as long-distance movements of
Arctic foxes among spatially separated populations, and
to explore the specific impacts of climate warming and
northern development on rabies epidemiology.
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